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your dean for the funds to do so. In addition, collaborate with and plan your trips
in concert with other offices in the school
(e.g., alumni, admissions) to get the most
bang out of your travel buck.
• Excuse: "These employers and alumni
don't want to meet with me."
Retort: You are right, not all will take you
up on the offer to meet, but you will find
that most will. Just as we prepare our
students and alumni for rejection, you will
encounter it too. Not all schools have the
same market power with all employers,
but all employers seek smart, skilled legal
talent, and you can offer them that - or
open their eyes to beginning to consider
your grads. If you are reticent to get going,
start with employers you know already,
whether through their existing relationship
with your school or through NALP or your
city group. Once you have your feet wet,
you can branch out to new prospects.
With respect to alumni meetings, you will
find that the vast majority will be happy
and flattered that you have reached out
to them.

NEGOTIATING
DIVERSITY ISSUES
WITHIN LAW FIRMS:
The Value of Applying Negotiation Pedagogy and
Principles to Diversity CLE and Training
BY AUDREY J. LEE

In a March 3rd interview on The Daily
Show, Justice Sandra Day O'Connor
identified a skill she believed lawyers
needed to start learning in law school:
how to disagree agreeably. O'Connor was
responding to a question from host Jon
Stewart about how the Supreme Court
is able to maintain its reputation for
collegiality in spite of the political and
ideological differences among the Justices.
O'Connor explained that the ability to
disagree agreeably enabled the Justices
to work effectively and amicably over the
course of their long-term working relationship.

Finally, two crucial matters regarding follow-up:
• All of these efforts will fade unless you
document jyour visits in a shared database
so that others in your office can access
your notes and impressions of the employers
with whom you have met. Your colleagues
need to be able to share the information
you have learned with the students and
alumni they counsel.
• And, without fail, track, document, and
share your efforts on a quarterly or biannual basis, and in your office's annual
report. It is incumbent upon you to educate
your dean and other power players in your
school about your efforts and progress.
Happy summer to all. And remember, no more
excuses: Just do it!
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it seems that the Justices recognized the value
of honoring their differences in order to work
together and the benefits of engaging in a rich
dialogue about those differences - in other
words, effective conflict management -- such is
often not the case within the current law firm
culture.
Often the most difficult challenge concerning
dialogue on diversity within firms is the task of
actually beginning the conversation. This may
occur for a variety of reasons. On the one hand,
a minority attorney may feel uncomfortable
broaching the subject with firm decision
makers. On the other hand, those in positions
of power within firms - executive committee
members, partners, or senior associates - may
choose, consciously or unconsciously, to avoid
engagement in potentially constructive dialogue. Even in those instances when issues of
diversity are addressed within firms, the
approach is often ineffective.

O'Connors comments are readily applicable to the ever-present and challenging
issue of diversity within the legal field,
and particularly within law firms. While
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A diversity course or training program that
allows lawyers to learn experientially has the
potential to be helpful in at least two directions.
First, a hands-on course, in which awareness
and learning are self-directed, may assist in
raising awareness among those who might
otherwise be unaware of diversity-related

issues lingering beneath the surface. Second,
an experiential course may offer not only effective communication strategies but also a space
in which to practice using them in a situation
that is analogous to one attorneys may
encounter in their law practice.
Borrowing from the interest-based negotiation
pedagogy used in a growing number of law
schools, this model for diversity courses and
training introduces ways of thinking and
approaching diversity issues constructively
through a case simulation preceded by guided
preparation and followed by a facilitated
discussion. Each participant in the simulation
receives an information sheet describing background events and the perspective of the
person being role played. The case simulation
handouts might read something like the following excerpts involving two attorneys who
are about to meet to discuss the junior attorney s work assignments on a case.
• Carol's Perspective on Background
Events; Carol, a junior associate, feels
frustrated with her current work assignments. She has been passed up for more
challenging and interesting work assignments despite her excellent work product.
As the only female or minority on her
case team, she believes this may be due to
her gender and/or race. In addition to
work assignments, she has also heard
about some get togethers after work to
which she wasn't invited. She's decided to
meet with the senior associate on the case,
David, about the work assignments and
possibly the outside socializing....
• David's Perspective on Background
Events; David, the senior associate on
Carol's case, was surprised by Carol's
request to meet about work assignments.
From David's perspective, things have
been going very well on the case. Carol
has done good work. He's been meaning
to invite her to some of the client meetings
- as he did for the other junior associate
- but an opportunity hasn't arisen yet.
He's also been meaning to get to know
Carol better; he knows some of the other

associates from clerkship reunions his
judges organize, so he knows her the
least well....
What is effective about this scenario is that it
resonates with law firm lawyers. Initially written from an amalgamation of anecdotes, it
has been increasingly surprising (and disappointing) to learn how ubiquitous the above
situation is within law firms. The lawfirmsetting is prone to creating a divergence in the
stories of what happened in the minds of two
or more attorneys in a given situation. If this
conversation goes as it might typically,
what will it look like? Will Carol broach the
diversity issue with David? If she does, how
will David respond? Will any actions be taken?
Should there be affirmative efforts to promote
indusion and the appearance of inclusion?
Afterward, will Carol and David be satisfied
with the conversation? How will this impact
their working relationship? Carol's productivity? The firm's return on its investment in
Carol as a junior assodate? These are the types
of challenging and relevant issues that might
be discussed in the facilitated review of the
case simulation exerdse.

Compared to the hypothetical structure, the
case simulation format may present a more
promising mechanism through which to impact
behavior because the experience is visceral.
While in the hypothetical course format participants can generalize about strategies or
responses to a given situation, the case simulation format calls upon partidpant attorneys to
actually find the words to try to engage effectively in a diversity conversation set in the
workplace. Moreover, it is more difficult for
partidpant attorneys to disengage when faced
with a live counterpart with whom they've
been paired for the case simulation. An additional benefit of this model is that participants
also see the consequences of their chosen communication strategy both during and after the
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case simulation through feedback from their
counterparts and group discussion. A facilitated discussion following the case simulation
further reinforces the experience for participants as they hear how others reacted to the
simulation.
This format allows participants to develop
awareness of their own biases and of the
assumptions and perceptions that shape, and
in some instances challenge, professionalism
in legal practice. Participants are able to
explore possible approaches to engaging effectively with these issues at their own pace and
within their own comfort zone. For instance,
for one participant this may mean actively
contributing to the facilitated discussion and
review, and for another engagement may mean
simply taking in other participants' various
perspectives on the case simulation. Initial
feedback and reactions indicate that this
approach to diversity courses - one which
is participant-driven and allows for an individual's own assessments
resonates with
lawyers from varied backgrounds.
Successfully negotiating diversity and inclusion issues in the legal profession, and particularly within law firms, is a challenge for which
a targeted, practical remedy should be sought.
By drawing from the negotiation model of
teaching, diversity courses can become a powerful tool in assisting lawyers to better communicate with one another about important issues
of diversity, both within and outside their
t\
firms.
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